se:do
Swivel and visitor chair for
universal use

ABOUT SEDUS

Who we are and what we do

Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the
leading European manufacturers of office solutions.
The product range includes seating furniture, such as
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany”.
The company headquarters is located in Dogern
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia.
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and 150 years
of company history that has repeatedly set standards –
in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing processes
and sustainability. As a synonym for innovation,
technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly enriches
the “office world” with new product ideas and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong focus on
current trends and changes in the world of work. New
organisational structures and forms of work require
flexible, aesthetic furnishings and custom-made
solutions that enhance collaboration, communication
and movement. A particular emphasis is placed on the
health and well-being of the users.

More information is available at www.sedus.com

With our solutions,
we support people
in expressing their
genius at work.
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SWIVEL AND VISITOR CHAIR FOR UNIVERSAL USE

Why se:do?

Ergonomic
versatility:
Easily and quickly adjustable to multiple users

Design winner:
se: do has been awarded the

German Design
Award 2018

Comprehensive product family
from visitor chair to desk chair – the backrests of the se:do family
all have a membrane or slim upholstery

Visitor chair (cantilever chair)

Visitor chair (four-legged chair)

Desk chair

High desk chair

The visitor chairs are stackable up to

The optional

neck support

5 units high
for compact storage

offers even more comfort
for the desk chair and
high desk chair

Certifications for se:do
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se:do

Sociable,
reliable, attractive:
se:do appeals
to everyone
People are different. People come in all shapes and sizes with diverse
preferences. Modern forms of work such as smart working or non-territorial
space concepts, where various individuals share one workstation, are driving
demand for more flexible office furniture. The se:do swivel chair ticks all the
boxes. Thanks to its ergonomic versatility, it can be adjusted to new users
quickly and easily and is ideal for multi-user workstations and open spaces.
Add to that a high level of comfort and a distinct design, and you have a
highly regarded team member in every respect.

The timeless design has already won
several awards

COMFORTABLE, VERSATILE, ERGONOMIC

Designed with
people in mind

se:do’s special features include ergonomic functions that are easy
to adjust, ensuring that alternating users will always have a healthy
and comfortable sitting posture. Even the standard version of se:do
has an ergonomically formed seat pan and a height-adjustable
backrest with a wide opening angle, which provides maximum back
support in all positions. The Sedus “similar” mechanism allows the
seat and backrest to always move in sync with the body. Numerous
adjustment options round off the ergonomic properties, making
every user feel relaxed and comfortable – regardless of their weight.

Good for health
The height-adjustable backrest
adjusts to different body sizes
and has an optional lumbar
support that can be adjusted
in depth.
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FORM AND FUNCTION

se:do has your
back, literally
se:do owes its ergonomic seating experience especially to its high backrest, which
is available in two versions. One is fully upholstered, emphasising the overall
comfortable look. The other version has a mesh backrest with the innovative Sedus
“climacontrol” membrane, which regulates the seat climate, similar to sports and
functional clothing. The seat shape has been incorporated into the membrane and
provides a high level of comfort.

Full upholstery

Membrane

The full upholstery follows the shape perfectly,

The translucent mesh backrest creates an infor-

giving it a pleasantly understated look. It can be

mal atmosphere, especially in open spaces with

easily adapted to any environment or corporate

lots of workstations. Its durable membrane can

identity thanks to the wide range of Sedus fabrics.

be designed in four modern colours.
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FORM AND FUNCTION

Good ergonomics also
depends on adjustability
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Height of the backrest

Seat tilt

Seat depth

The height-adjustable backrest

The tilt angle of the seat can

Being able to adjust the depth of

adjusts to different body sizes and

be adjusted by up to 4 degrees,

the seat by up to 60 mm ensures

has an optional lumbar support that

allowing a slightly forward tilted

that the thighs will be supported

can be adjusted in depth.

sitting position.

perfectly regardless of body size.

Support pressure and
opening angle

Armrests

Headrest and coat hanger

If desired, se:do is available with

The height and inclination of the

The patented Sedus quick adjust-

4D armrests with soft-touch pads

optional headrest can be adjusted

ment feature allows the backrest

that can be adjusted without tools.

to relieve the cervical spine.

pressure and opening angle to be

The headrest can be combined

easily adjusted.

with a practical coat hanger.
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VISITOR CHAIRS

Light and universal
in design
The visitor chair takes up se:do’s distinct and discreet design, so that it
can be easily integrated into office, training and waiting areas. It fulfils
exactly the requirements that are placed on it: Design and quality that
are future-proof and can easily cope with adjustments and restructured
environments. The se:do visitor chair is available as a four-legged or
cantilever version and can optionally be equipped with armrests.

In line with the swivel chair, the backrests of the visitor chairs
can be fitted with a comfortable upholstery or a light membrane.

The four-legged model is stackable

(up to 5 chairs high) to save space.

A transport trolley is optionally available.

VERSIONS AND DIVERSITY

Combined comfort
se:do can be individually designed to match the surroundings and meet personal
requirements. There are almost endless possibilities for combination. In addition
to the upholstery and membrane, there is a wide range of colours to choose from
for the seat and frame.

Full upholstery

Full upholstery

Membrane

Full upholstery
Front: Fabrics from the Sedus fabric collections
Back: Plastic black

Membrane

M81

M82

M83

Frame and armrest

Black

Seat upholstery
Fabrics from the
Sedus fabric collections

Base frame

Black
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White aluminium Chromed/polished

M84

Membrane
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INSPIRATION AND PLANNING

Designed to fit
A harmonious working environment contributes significantly to well-being and productivity. Well-conceived furnishings, pleasant fabric and material combinations as well as the
choice of colour accents are key factors for achieving this goal. Whether Smart Balance,
Soft Being, Urban Living or Multi Creation – the se:do products can be modified to suit any
of these colour schemes.
Do you need support in planning and implementation?
The experts from Sedus Workplace Consulting are looking forward to helping you design
your modern smart office. From analysing the floor plan and designing the concept to
choosing the colour from the Sedus colour cookbook – Sedus offers everything from a
single source.

Smart Balance

Urban Living

light, reduced, quiet, structured,
functional, technical

comfortable, respectable, elegant,
urban, intense, timeless

Soft Being

Multi Creation

gentle, calm, balanced, natural,
inviting, regenerative

motivating, inspiring, creative,
dynamic, active, open, free
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SEDUS CONTACT DETAILS

On site worldwide

Headquartered in Dogern, Germany
Subsidiaries and sales partners

Visit us in one of our showrooms
• Austria: Vienna

• Italy: Cadorago

• France: Paris

• Spain: Madrid

• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst

• Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke,
Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main

• Great Britain: London

• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Switzerland: Rickenbach
• United Arab Emirates:
Dubai

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus?
Visit us on our social media channels!
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“ se:do
can be easily and quickly adjusted to various
users, making it ideally suitable for multi-user
workstations.

”
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Sedus Design Team

www.sedus.com

